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If you've been looking for a smart alternative to native phone text messaging and calling apps, WhatsApp is a great choice. With several elegant features and a simple interface, this free, multifunctional app has become one of the most popular messaging platforms worldwide. Instant chats, bands, voice and video calls? - All-in-one messaging app! Due to its focus on simplicity,
WhatsApp has witnessed phenomenal growth. Over the past couple of years, the app has introduced several features, including video and voice calls. At the same time, it has retained a light trail. Compatibility with low power smartphones as well as Android Go devices has allowed the platform to attract millions of people from all parts of the country. At first glance, WhatsApp
serves the same purpose as its competitors such as Viber, Skype and Telegram. However, what makes the app unique is the overflow of advanced features such as the search function for easy viewing in conversations, the ability to star messages to check out later, seamless integration of group chats, and of course an easy-to-use interface. In addition, WhatsApp combines
multimedia messages to make conversations more interesting and interesting. Interactive stickers add to the long list of emoticons already available in the app. Although Viber had the advantage with stickers until a few months ago, it is no more. WhatsApp has just stepped up its game! Seamless cross-platform call and chat When compared to popular iMessage, Whatsapp has a
big advantage. As a platform agnostic, it can be used on any device or operating system. Unlike most messaging apps, you can go beyond simple conversations. WhatsApp has integrated maps that allow you to share your location with friends and family. You can also share files and contacts right in the conversation window. There are a lot of customization options. You can set
individual notification alerts, wallpapers, or even broadcast your status. You can even use your camera to take videos and photos from the app. Like iMessage and Viber, the simple WhatsApp interface shows chats in text bubbles using a time stamp. It also notifies you when the recipient has viewed the text. Because the app can automatically identify people on your contact list,
you don't need to manually add anyone. You can even set up groups of friends and family members to chat with up to 256 people in one window. WhatsApp allows you to share stories similar to Instagram that remain visible for 24 hours. It's an interactive way live broadcast from anywhere, at any time. The search feature makes watching conversations a lot easier. You can search
by contact name, keyword, phone number or group. In fact, you can also search for keywords in a particular conversation conversation WhatsApp allows you to back up conversations and data into a Google account or phone memory, so you have easy access to old messages. Secure messaging for data privacyIf you're looking for a messaging app with text encryption, Telegram
can be a good choice. Facebook's recent poor reputation has reduced trust in WhatsApp. Having said that, WhatsApp still comes with several features that are of huge importance. In fact, the security features in the app have prompted Facebook to turn WhatsApp into a full-fledged payment system that allows you to send or receive money in the app. This is something you won't
find in any other messaging app. Using end-to-end encryption, WhatsApp ensures the security of all messages passing through the platform. While the app doesn't store personal information, you can add another layer of security to your privacy settings. It's easy to set up two-factor authentication, which forces you to enter a second password for better protection. Soon WhatsApp
will also be integrated with the device's fingerprint sensor to make sure you are the only one who has permission to access. Currently, no other messaging app on the market is integrated with a fingerprint sensor for added security. Take the experience behind mobileUnlike Viber and Telegram, WhatsApp has a desktop version called WhatsApp Web. It works with standard
windows or Mac browsers, but comes with disabilities. The good news is that everything you do on the desktop version will sync with the app on your smartphone. While the web version doesn't allow voice or video calls, it's still a good way to stay connected while working on a laptop. Where can you run this program? With over 800 million users worldwide, WhatsApp is available
on Android, iOS, Windows Phone, and BlackBerry.Is is there a better alternative? While some people don't like being part of the Facebook ecosystem, others trust platforms like Viber and Telegram more. If you think it would be nice to check out a few alternatives before you make a final choice, here's some brief information about them. Viber: Like WhatsApp, Viber uses contact
numbers to identify registered users. Using Viber, you can make free calls, send messages, videos and images. While WhatsApp began to allow the use of stickers, Viber has been doing this for some time. You can choose from a wide range of funny chat stickers. Skype: While Skype has always been popular for video calling, the updated design allows you to send files, images
and messages too. Unlike WhatsApp, all of its features are available on both mobile and desktop versions. One of the drawbacks of using Skype instead of WhatsApp is the fact that spammers can send messages and you can only block them after they do. Telegram: Based on cloud technology, Telegram allows you to send messages faster than WhatsApp. This is a huge
advantage for people wanting to send large files. Files. It's open source, you can send media and text messages in conversation to up to 200,000 users. With the end of encryption, you can be sure that your conversations are safe. Without a doubt, WhatsApp Messenger is a great messaging app. A complete replacement for your home SMS app on your smartphone, WhatsApp is
ideal for communicating with friends and family without any restrictions. Should you download it? Yes, definitely! WhatsApp combines instant encryption, ease of use, cross-platform functionality, international Internet-based challenges and broad global reach to give you a powered messaging platform. Photo Pe3k (Shutterstock) WhatsApp is testing a new android mute feature that
allows you to quickly drown out conversations by clicking the Mute button directly from the system notification, instead of disconnecting from inside the app itself. There's also a new always dumb option coming too, replacing the dumb one-year option. It's fine if you just don't want to deal with certain chatty people... Never. The new notification settings are still in beta, so you'll have
to download the latest beta version of WhatsApp Android if you want to try them out now. The stable version of the app should be updated with new hushing options over the coming weeks. However, even with the beta installed, you probably won't see a new dumb label in the notifications at first. The option only appears after you have typed at least 51 unread messages from one
WhatsApp chat. Here's how it works: After you've passed 51 unread messages, swipe down on the Android device screen to open the notification tray, tap Mute from the WhatsApp notification. If you try this before hitting that 51 threshold message, you'll see a sign all like reading a shortcut instead. Click the desired duration of dumb, and then click OK to apply your choice.
Fortunately, there are other ways to silence WhatsApp chats. Other methods are not as quick as disconnecting from notification, but they mercifully do not require hitting a certain number of unread messages in the first place. How to disable notifications in WhatsAppScreenshot: Brendan HesseOpen WhatsApp.Long-click on the chat you want to silence. Click on the mute icon at
the top of the screen (it looks like it's crossed out from the loudspeaker). Choose how long the sound is turned off. Current options are 8 hours, 1 week, or 1 year. Click OK to save the changes. Mutated conversations will have a mute icon displayed to the right of the name. You can not ignore the chat at any time, long clicking to silence the conversation and then clicking the icon
Mute from Android Settings The ability to disable specific chats is great, but if you need to silence all WhatsApp notifications, you can do so in several different ways. Specially disable WhatsApp notifications on Android:Screenshot: Brendan HesseOpen HesseOpen appGo to Apps and Notifications. Click See all apps Scroll list and click WhatsApp and then click Notifications. Turn
off a certain type of notification that you want to disable. You can disable group chat notifications, new message alerts, and a bunch of system-related messages. You can also disable Show notifications to disable all WhatsApp notifications. Aside from tinkering with your notification preferences, there are also devices throughout settings like jamming your phone or turning on the
mode not to disturb, which can quickly soothe over-active chats, although they will silence notifications from all apps if you are specially configured certain of them to ignore the mode without bothering. Finally, there is always the turn on of the plane mode or turning off the phone completely. This last option may be the best for your mental health. Source: Harish Jonnalagadda /
Android Central WhatsApp Web is a great way to expand the capabilities of the messaging platform on the desktop. The web client is easy to set up and use, it has the same visual interface as the mobile version of the app, and messages are instantly synced between the phone and the Internet. Here's how you can set up and use WhatsApp Web. What is WhatsApp Web?
WhatsApp Web is what it sounds like: a web portal that lets you reflect your phone's WhatsApp experience on a desktop browser like Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera or anything else you like. In order to keep WhatsApp safe and closed, WhatsApp Web is not a separate copy of WhatsApp that lives independently of your phone. Instead, it relies on connecting your phone to
WhatsApp to create the original copy, and then, by using a photo of a unique code to authenticate, it brings that accurate experience to the web. Once you get out of WhatsApp on your phone, the internet connection is severed. How to activate and use WhatsApp Web To use WhatsApp on the Internet, you need to link a web client with your phone. To do this, go to
web.whatsapp.com on your computer. You'll see the code on the page, and you'll have to scan it with your phone to link your account to the web version. Here's what you need to do on your phone: Open WhatsApp from the app drawer or home screen. Click on the overflow action menu (three vertical points) in the top right corner. Hit WhatsApp Web. Put the phone on the CD
code on web.whatsapp.com. Source: Harish Jonnalagadda / Android Central Here's all you need to do. Your account is now connected to a web client and you will be able to use WhatsApp directly from your browser. WhatsApp Web allows you to share documents, photos and videos, contacts and even use your computer's camera to and sharing them. You can also view friends'
stories, initiate new chats, change your profile picture, and use the chat search feature. Most of the features you use on a daily basis in WhatsApp are on available here, and this makes The WhatsApp Web a particularly great utility. If you are not interested in launching WhatsApp in your browser, you can download a Windows client and have it running on your computer. The true
flagship of the 2020 Galaxy S20 has all the features you care about. You shell out a lot of money, but you also get a phone that will last a few years without any problems. Questions. download 2 whatsapp in 1 android. 2 whatsapp in 1 phone android download. download 2 whatsapp dalam 1 android
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